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Abstract
McIsaac, John, and Eric Hansen. 2012. Wood-based Entrepreneurs Toolkit: Public
Relations. Contributions in Education and Outreach No. 3c, Forest Research
Laboratory, Oregon State University, Corvallis.
Public relations is a key element of any company’s communications portfolio. For
entrepreneurs, PR may be especially important because it comes at no direct cost
and has a low total cost. This document outlines key principles of PR, illustrated by
an example of a small sawmiller.
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Introduction

This publication takes an in-depth look at one component of the communications portfolio,1
public relations (PR). For an entrepreneur on a tight budget, PR can be an especially useful form of
communication because there are few, if any, direct costs. After reading this publication you should
have a better appreciation for how you might use PR, including social media, to accomplish your
communication objectives.

1.1 What is the practice of
public relations?
Public relations is the practice of creating,
maintaining and bolstering public image
through strategic communications and message
shaping. It can be described as a calculated
delivery of the truth.
Many people confuse PR with advertising
and direct marketing, but there’s a fundamental
difference. Advertising and direct marketing are
paid media, meaning whoever pays for it gets to
control the placement of the message—whether
it be in a magazine ad, TV commercial, direct
mail piece, or e-mail blast. The message itself can

be as self-serving as the person writing the check
wants it to be.
PR, on the other hand, is earned media, which
means the messaging is picked up by a third-party
editorial source who finds it compelling enough to
write or talk about it. To earn this type of attention
the subject must be interesting, significant, and
newsworthy to the media who covers it. The
downside to this is there’s never any guarantee
that a story will wind up in print, broadcast, or
blog form. The good news is that if it does, the
credibility and reach of the message will be far
greater than that of its paid counterpart. Generally,
people are inherently wary of advertising, while
they tend to take editorial coverage seriously.
Earning it takes work, but it’s worth the effort.

1
Wood-based Entrepreneurs Toolkit: Communicating Effectively With Your Customers. Contributions in Education and Outreach No. 3b,
Forest Research Laboratory, College of Forestry, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon.
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ABC Hardwoods
ABC Hardwoods is a small, fictitious operation in
the Willamette Valley of Oregon. The company was
created in the mid-1970s by Slade Gardner. His
daughter, Julie, grew up in the business and took
ownership in 1999.
Julie has focused on strategic marketing to
take the small company to a new level. Instead of
relying on wholesalers and walk-in traffic, she began
focusing her efforts on architects, a move that has
been quite successful. As a result, the company has
grown to five employees, and Julie spends most
of her time interacting with existing or potential
customers.

Marketing Strategy
Product—made-to-order (custom-made) hardwood
lumber and moulded products
• Customer—architects
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• Market area—Pacific Northwest
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Core competencies—Hard-to-find species and sizes,
highly flexible operation with ability to produce
many lengths and dimensions for a customized
package

Communication Objective
• Create awareness within the Pacific Northwest
architect community regarding availability of hardto-find species, sawn to specific dimensions.

Public Relations
ABC is recognized as a primary provider of hard-tofind species of lumber, but Julie wants to improve its
presence through public relations (PR). Follow the
sidebars to see how this small company accomplishes
its PR goals.
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How can PR help you?
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When a company is in start-up mode,
advertising is of questionable value because,
chances are, nobody has ever heard of the firm
or what it offers. Advertising too early in the
game can quite likely have little payoff. In the
early days of an emerging start-up, PR can help
shape the brand of the company and/or its
products. Entrepreneurs rarely have the budget
to emotionally connect with their audiences
through ads in the same way that recognized
consumer brands can.
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2.1 Timing is Everything
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Public relations is a very useful communications tool that you as an entrepreneur can employ to reach
your targeted audience. And there are a number of reasons for this. Effective PR is possible at much lower
cost than advertising. If you have a compelling product, cause, or service, editorial coverage in some form
(print, broadcast, online) can reach your target audience quickly and with maximum impact. The total
cost of PR usually amounts to how many hours it takes to secure placement with key media. If you do it
yourself, it’s free. If you pay a PR pro, it will be far less than you would pay for advertising.

2.2 Developing (and sticking
to) Messages
The trick is to make sure the messages directly
relate to the goals you’ve set for your business.
If you want to sell a ton of a particular product,
the messaging has to relate to the value
proposition of what you’re selling. If you want
to be recognized as an innovator and thoughtleader, your messaging should illustrate your
expertise, intellectual capital, and value to
your industry. And whatever the context, your
messaging should support your brand.
Growth is nearly everyone’s goal, but it
means different things to different people. One
company might want to double its revenues
through increased sales of a new or flagship
product. In this case, the firm’s key messages
should be tied to the value of its product to the
marketplace (quality, price, delivery time, etc.).

Another might want to draw attention to itself
as an innovator, so it would develop messaging
centered on its ongoing investment in leadingedge technology and innovative, influential
business practices. Both types of messaging help
with growth—each in a different way—and both
can and should bolster the brand.
Developing compelling, clear key messages is
extremely important; sticking to them and weaving
them throughout your communications is equally
crucial. Avoid background noise, distractions, and
verbal clutter. Establish what you want your target
audience to know and remember about you, tell the
story, and then repeat it again and again—clearly.
3
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Common PR Tools
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You can cultivate media relationships by giving the media good information, enticing story pitches, and
professional written materials. Within the practice of media relations, common tools include:
• A targeted media list, which ensures that your materials reach the appropriate strategic contacts
• News releases that communicate information about your company, products or initiatives
• Company backgrounder and executive bios that tell who and what you are
• A press kit that encapsulates every communication piece you want the media to have
• A social media presence that is an essential part of your communications strategy. The line between
traditional PR and social media has completely blurred. Now any credible practitioner of public
relations will include social media (blogging, Facebook, Twitter).

Targeted Media List
Julie has identified six different regional
publications targeting architects
with which she intends to maintain
contact. For two of the publications she
already knows and has interacted with
the editor for some time. During the
coming year she intends to establish a
working relationship with the editors of
the other publications.

News Releases
Because of the size of the company, Julie
calls or emails editors directly to tell about
new developments with the company,
rather than creating press releases. If
the editor shows interest, Julie provides
written information.

4

3.1 Creating Good Relationships
It may be hard to believe sometimes, but the media
is your friend. Writers and reporters can help you,
and you can help them. Always look at it that way.
The media can support you by telling your story far
and wide, delivering it precisely to your targeted
public. You can assist the media by providing
writers and editors with compelling story ideas
and leads. Don’t ever send them junk, or you will
quickly develop a reputation that will be very
difficult to live down.

3.2 Building Trust
Too often, companies believe they need to send out
a prescribed number of press releases per month.
If a firm has a newsworthy story every month,
then that practice is justified. But only then. The
media gains trust and respect for a person or firm
when the individual or company proves to be a
good source of compelling, legitimate news—not
marketing-driven press releases that provide its
readership or audience with no value.
If you become a trusted, respected news source,
the media will call you first whenever there’s a
story affecting your industry—thereby establishing
you as a thought leader. It is critical that you
craft tight and consistent messages so that the
media effectively communicates what you hope to
communicate.

4

Social media, traditional PR or both?

There are many people over the age of 35 who have not accepted the fact that social media is not only
here to stay, it’s growing every day. Any public relations practitioner who refuses to jump into the game
does so at his or her own peril. The reason is simple: social media is easily the most targeted way to reach
an audience—and it’s instantaneous. Here are three social media techniques you can use to augment
traditional PR practices:

4.1 Something for Everyone
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If you don’t think you need a web presence using
social media, such as blogging or creating a
Facebook page, think again. You should establish
social media that connects with every client.
Blog
A blog enhances
the search engine
optimization
(extremely important)
of a company’s website.
Why? Because blogs
can be populated with
hundreds of searchable
key words. They also

let you tell the same story you’re telling in the
mainstream media in a much longer form
(again, very searchable).
Facebook
Facebook pages enable a firm to reach out to
its target market (Facebook advertising helps
this even further), recruit interested parties
and prospects, and communicate with them
instantly and interactively. It can also drive
traffic back to the company website (the best
piece of collateral any firm can have) and blog.

Social Media
Establishing a Facebook page is
something that Julie only recently
accomplished. Although she is only
a beginner, she has been successful
in establishing a small following of
architects (her current client base).
She plans to build on this
beginning and combine Facebook
with her other PR work. For example,
when she is successful in having a
story about ABC in a journal, she will
make a big splash in Facebook to
announce the story.
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Twitter
Twitter works similarly to blogging and Facebook
in terms of connecting with a target audience,
although it uses a shorter format.
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LinkedIn
LinkedIn, a professionally focused social media
platform, gives a company or individual a forum
to share ideas and network among customers and
colleagues, and contribute (or gain) expertise to
others seeking specialized industry counsel or
guidance. It also works as a great online résumé.
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Company Background and
Executive Bios
ABC is relatively small, so with
a minor investment, Julie was
able to create a company
backgrounder and a short bio
about herself and a small bit about
each of her five employees.
She included these as part of
ABC’s presence on Facebook and
also incorporated them into the
company website.

Online Pressroom
Julie created a number of
documents describing the
company and its products, along
with recent articles published in
trade journals about her company.
These are all available for download
via the company website.
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4.2 Social Media with
Traditional Media
When a firm issues a news release or
announcement, the same message can be
customized in style, length, and depth for its
blog and Facebook pages, thereby increasing the
speed of delivery and widening the channel of
potential exposure, media or otherwise.

4.3 Social Media for
Disseminating Soft News
Sometimes you’ll want to announce a new
employee, customer, distributor, milestone,
etc., but it won’t be something that will
interest the media. Your Facebook fans and
blog followers will want to hear about it, and
this is where social media delivers added
value.
There is always a balance in the amount of
information that you provide in these venues.
Remember, the company that communicates
strategically always prevails over the one that
doesn’t give enough information. Stay honest,
stay on message, and make sure you are smart
about what you say.
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Making PR Work for You

Just as you need a solid marketing strategy, you equally need a coordinated communications strategy that
is aligned with those same goals. Sending out a monthly press release without a strategic plan behind it is
a complete waste of time.

5.1 Develop a Coordinated Effort
•

•
•
•
•

Issue XXIC Wi
nter 2012

Have a firm grip on your marketing strategy and
goals first, then develop a communications strategy
that supports them.
Establish short- and long-term goals (financial, brand
identity, reputation, etc.).
Develop key messages for target audiences,
appropriate publics.
Make sure your communications strategy is
consistent with your marketing strategy.
Take time to think about how you wish to be
perceived among your target audience and craft a
communications strategy accordingly.
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5.2 Use Consultants and Firms
If you don’t know where to start, meet with
a PR consultant or firm or hire someone
to handle it in-house. The best method
for finding a PR firm or communications
consultant is to inquire among peers whose
brand is respected and prominent. Sometimes,
even going slightly outside your immediate
industry to find talent is good.
Managing your PR is an intense,
ongoing process that requires attention and
maintenance, and it will evolve and grow
with your business over the long haul. Wellmanaged PR is a critical contribution to your
overall communications objectives.
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Appendix

ABC Hardwoods
ABC Hardwoods is a small, fictitious operation in the Willamette Valley of Oregon. The company
was created in the mid-1970s by Slade Gardner. His daughter, Julie, grew up in the business and took
ownership in 1999. Julie has focused on strategic marketing to take the small company to a new level.
Instead of relying on wholesalers and walk-in traffic, she began focusing her efforts on architects, a move
that has been quite successful. As a result, the company has grown to five employees, and Julie spends
most of her time interacting with existing or potential customers.

Marketing Strategy
Julie has formulated her marketing strategy in the following manner:
• Product—made-to-order (custom-made) hardwood lumber and moulded products
• Customer—architects
• Market area—Pacific Northwest
• Core competencies—Hard-to-find species and sizes, highly flexible operation with ability to produce
many lengths and dimensions for a customized package

Communication Objective
With her marketing strategies in mind, Julie has formulated the following communication objective:
• Create awareness within the Pacific Northwest architect community regarding availability of hard-tofind species, sawn to specific dimensions.
• ABC will be recognized as a primary provider of hard-to-find species of lumber. Of course, Julie’s
overall communication portfolio will be used to attain the identified objectives, but with respect to PR
she hopes to accomplish the following goals.

Public Relations
Targeted Media List
Julie has identified six different regional publications targeting architects with which she intends to
maintain contact. For two of the publications she already knows and has interacted with the editor for
some time. During the coming year she intends to establish a working relationship with the editors of
the other publications.
News Releases
Because of the size of the company, Julie calls or emails editors directly to tell about new
developments with the company, rather than creating press releases. If the editor shows interest, Julie
provides written information.
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Company Background and Executive Bios
ABC is relatively small, so with a minor investment, Julie was able to create a company backgrounder
and a short bio about herself and a small bit about each of her five employees. She included these as
part of ABC’s presence on Facebook and also incorporated them into the company website.
Online pressroom
Julie created a number of documents describing the company and its products, along with recent
articles published in trade journals about her company. These are all available for download via the
company website.
Social Media
Establishing a Facebook page is something that Julie only recently accomplished. Although she is
only a beginner, she has been successful in establishing a small following of architects (her current
client base). She plans to build on this beginning and combine Facebook with her other PR work. For
example, when she is successful in having a story about ABC in a journal, she will make a big splash
in Facebook to announce the story.
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